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CAN PROSECUTORS END MASS INCARCERATION?

Rachel E. Barkow*


INTRODUCTION

In her excellent book, Charged: The New Movement to Transform American Prosecution and End Mass Incarceration, Emily Bazelon¹ uses the stories of two individuals to showcase the enormous power prosecutors have in a criminal case. The use of these narratives makes the book both a gripping read and a valuable primer for understanding how important local prosecutors are to the way punishment operates in America. Showing the authority prosecutors have over most aspects of punishment in America is the book’s central descriptive contribution. But the book has a normative agenda as well. Bazelon argues that those seeking to dismantle mass incarceration should recognize that the power of prosecutors can be an effective lever of reform. She argues that by electing prosecutors concerned about mass incarceration, we can start to shift course away from tough-on-crime rhetoric that in reality does a poor job keeping people safe and move toward policies that actually work. I agree wholeheartedly with Bazelon’s descriptive claim that prosecutors are critical actors—probably the most important actor, if we had to choose just one—in administering criminal justice policy in America. I also agree that we would do well as voters to select prosecutors who understand what really works to fight crime and therefore know that mass incarceration is not the answer. Electing prosecutors committed to decarceration is an improvement over the status quo, and it should be a vital part of any reform agenda.

* Vice Dean and Charles Seligson Professor of Law; Faculty Director, Center on the Administration of Criminal Law, NYU School of Law. Thanks to Ben Hoyes, Jenna Pearlson, Dan Schiano, and Naomi Schmidt for helpful research assistance. Thanks to Emily Bazelon, Ryan Bubb, John Ferejohn, David Garland, Courtney Oliva, Judith Reznik, Steve Schulhofer, Jacob Schuman, Vincent Sutherland, and Kenji Yoshino and the participants in faculty workshops at Penn State and NYU for helpful comments on an earlier draft of this review. I am particularly thankful that Emily Bazelon pushed me to be less of a glass-is-half-empty person in characterizing what progressive prosecutors have achieved so far.

To the extent Bazelon and I diverge, it is only about how optimistic we should be about this movement transforming the landscape. Bazelon believes that “[t]he movement to elect a new kind of prosecutor is the most promising means of reform . . . on the political landscape” (p. 296). Bazelon could well be right, but for that to happen, these progressive prosecutors will have to successfully achieve key institutional reforms. Critically, that includes imposing real checks on prosecutors themselves (reform-minded or otherwise). Indeed, a key metric for identifying whether a prosecutor is, in fact, a real reformer, as opposed to someone who is just seeking a convenient label as a progressive, is whether or not they are actively pursuing reforms that limit the leverage they have in criminal cases, such as seeking the elimination of mandatory minimum sentences, promoting open-file discovery laws, pursuing the end of cash bail and the dramatic curtailment of pretrial detention, accepting limits on their use of state-prison resources, pushing for judicial discretion in sentencing, advocating for robust second looks of sentences by actors other than prosecutors, and downsizing their offices. For these prosecutors to achieve real reform, they will need not only to advocate for these positions but also to help achieve their realization—and that is no small task given the entrenched opposition to all of these ideas, including from prosecutors within their own offices.

This Review will proceed in three parts. In Part I, I will explain why Bazelon is right to focus on prosecutors as key actors under the current regime. While scholars have documented the enormous role prosecutors play in virtually every aspect of criminal law’s administration and how that leads to the mass incarceration we currently have in America, Bazelon’s book stands out for its ability to make this connection vivid and comprehensible to an average reader with no legal training or deep policy expertise. The two central stories are gripping, and you cannot help but want to learn more about the law and policies that shape these tales.

In Part II, I will explain why I have less optimism than Bazelon does about using prosecutor elections as “a shortcut to addressing a lot of dysfunction” (p. xxx). I think electing reform-minded prosecutors is a valuable step, and I do not mean to shortchange what some of the people in these positions have already accomplished. Many newly elected progressive prosecutors have already achieved laudable results and have done so in environments where change was not feasible through other means. But even with their gains, it is important to note that we are a long way from curbing
mass incarceration and that their advances are not necessarily shortcuts but rather incremental steps toward the more radical changes that are needed. Put another way, the unfortunate truth is that simply changing who serves as district attorney is not an easy shortcut to reducing prison and jail populations by significant amounts.\footnote{Bellin, \textit{supra} note 3, at 175 ("[P]rosecutors remain just one piece of a complex puzzle.").}

That said, Bazelon and the voters and activists who have helped elect progressive prosecutors are right that this movement has the potential to be transformative. But bigger changes will happen only if these prosecutors do more than seek to exercise the vast discretion of their offices more wisely than their predecessors. They need to advocate for institutional changes, including changes that limit the leverage prosecutors have over defendants. Part III thus identifies key institutional reforms that are necessary to achieve more fundamental change. At their core, these ideas require placing significant checks on the powers prosecutors exercise instead of trying to change the type of people who occupy those roles and how they exercise their broad discretion. Part III will provide a summary of what some of those checks should look like. In addition to providing a list of needed reforms, this summary can serve as a checklist to evaluate prosecutors who claim to be progressive. If they are not putting their full support behind these institutional changes, one should question just how progressive they are.

Even if prosecutors pursue all these reforms, we should recognize that they cannot dismantle mass incarceration on their own. Real change is going to require changes in police departments, the judiciary, the legislature, and governors’ offices. Most fundamentally, transforming punishment in America will require the public to change its understanding of the most effective policies for crime control.\footnote{David Garland, \textit{The Road to Ending Mass Incarceration Goes Through the DA’s Office}, AM. PROSPECT (Apr. 8, 2019), https://prospect.org/justice/road-ending-mass-incarceration-goes-da-s-office/ [https://perma.cc/QT4P-YBFY] ("Mass incarceration came into existence when the nation abandoned the War on Poverty and chose to treat social problems and wayward lives as problems for police, prosecutors, and prisons. It is hard to see how it can be ended without a transformation of America’s urban policy, its welfare state, and the political economy that underlies them.").} Prosecutors have long lobbied for the get-tough approach as the way to address crime,\footnote{Rachel E. Barkow, \textit{Administering Crime}, 52 UCLA L. REV. 715, 728 (2005); Radley Balko, Opinion, \textit{Behind the Scenes, Prosecutor Lobbies Wield Immense Power}, WASH. POST: WATCH (Apr. 23, 2018, 1:25 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-watch/wp/2018/04/23/behind-the-scenes-prosecutor-lobbies-wield-immense-power/ [https://perma.cc/T7AP-6G2S]; see also Josie Duffy Rice, \textit{Prosecutors Aren’t Just Enforcing the Law—They’re Making It}, APPEAL (Apr. 20, 2018), https://theappeal.org/prosecutors-arent-just-enforcing-the-law-theyre-making-it-d83e6e5997a/ [https://perma.cc/BJ66-BCMC].} so this new breed of prosecutor needs to take the lead in explaining why punishment is not the answer to deeper social problems that lead to crime and violence.
I. THE POWER OF PROSECUTORS

Bazelon’s book tells the stories of two individuals facing criminal charges and shows how the fate of these individuals lies with their prosecutors. In one case, an overzealous Memphis prosecutor, Amy Weirich, fails to disclose exculpatory evidence in violation of *Brady v. Maryland* to obtain a murder conviction in a high-profile case against a teenage girl named Noura Jackson (p. 186). Weirich is representative of the win-at-all-costs, tough-on-crime prosecutor that we have seen in counties across America.

Bazelon contrasts Weirich with Eric Gonzalez, the district attorney in Brooklyn, whom she portrays as a prototypical example of a new breed of progressive prosecutor. Gonzalez’s office allows the other central character in the book, Kevin, to participate in a diversion program that would allow dismissal of charges upon successful completion, instead of pursuing more serious charges against Kevin for possessing an unlicensed, loaded gun, which would have landed him in prison for at least three and a half years (pp. xxiv, 30). Gonzalez, in Bazelon’s telling, represents a different kind of prosecutor who recognizes that incarceration does little to benefit society, and instead increases the risk that someone will commit more crimes when they are released.

Through the stories of Noura’s and Kevin’s cases, Bazelon vividly shows how prosecutors hold the keys to someone’s liberty. They make the critical decisions about what to charge, whether to seek pretrial detention, and what sentence to pursue. Bazelon demonstrates that courts largely remain on the sidelines for these determinations because of the deference they give prosecutors. Although judges could release pretrial defendants on bail even when prosecutors ask that they be detained, “[i]n practice, judges almost never defy the prosecution by setting low bail when a crime involves sex or violence” (p. 37). That is because most state judges are elected, and they do not want to be deemed responsible if someone released pretrial commits a crime that attracts media attention. And as Bazelon notes, “[a] judge who lets out a defendant over the objections of a prosecutor is especially vulnerable” (p. 37). So judges normally agree to whatever bail amount a prosecutor requests (p. 39). Courts typically let prosecutors use evidence obtained by the police even when there are serious doubts that evidence was legally obtained because judges tend to believe the police’s version of events (p. 29). They fail to enforce prosecutors’ constitutional obligation to turn over exculpatory evidence by finding most violations harmless (p. 105).

Juries do not act as a robust check on prosecutors either. Grand juries operate as “rubber stamps,” because they receive only the prosecutor’s presentation of the evidence. Coercive plea bargaining has stifled the checking role of trial juries. Prosecutors armed with the ability to threaten pretrial

---

7. This is the pseudonym Bazelon uses for this person.
detention, mandatory minimums, and long sentences are easily able to extract guilty pleas in exchange for lesser punishments (pp. 132–35).

With this kind of power, it is easy to see why Bazelon believes “prosecutors also hold the key to change” (p. xxvii). In her view, prosecutors “can protect against convicting the innocent. They can guard against racial bias. They can curtail mass incarceration” (p. xxvii). Because if prosecutors reform their pretrial-detention requests, charging policies, and sentencing recommendations, criminal justice could look very different. This has been the spark behind the remarkably successful movement to transform district attorney elections and place reformers in posts traditionally held by tough-on-crime prosecutors. These traditional prosecutors were often unresponsive to concerns that they were putting too many young men, and particularly young men of color, in prison, while at the same time failing to prosecute cases of police abuse and violence against citizens (pp. 77–78).

Many of the prosecutors elected on a progressive platform have reduced incarceration in their jurisdictions. For example, Larry Krasner reduced the jail population in Philadelphia by 30 percent in his first year in office. Kim Foxx has sought to lower the population in the Cook County jail by having her prosecutors recommend I-Bonds,

which allow a person to be released on their own recognizance pending trial, in cases where there is no prior violent criminal history, the current offense is a misdemeanor or low-level felony, and there are no other risk factors suggesting a danger to the community or a failure to appear for court.

Eric Gonzalez, the Brooklyn district attorney (DA), created two programs (CLEAR and Project Reset) that “allow non-violent or low-level drug possession charges to be resolved by offering services or completing a program instead of appearing in court.” His office dismissed 254 cases in 2019 under CLEAR and declined to prosecute 420 cases because of Project Reset. Gonzalez also required bail in only 7 percent of misdemeanor cases in 2019.

Progressive prosecutors have also taken steps to correct past injustices that occurred under their predecessors. Brooklyn District Attorney Ken

---


13. Id.

14. Id.
Thompson established a Conviction Review Unit that has freed twenty-eight people who were wrongfully convicted.\(^\text{15}\) Gonzalez, Thompson’s successor, recently issued a report analyzing twenty-five of those wrongful convictions in an effort to understand the causes of wrongful convictions and prevent those same mistakes in the future.\(^\text{16}\) The Philadelphia Conviction Integrity Unit (CIU) exonerated twelve people in the period between January 2018, when Krasner took over, and January 2020.\(^\text{17}\) Kim Foxx has rejuvenated the Cook County CIU, making it an independent unit with publicized policies and standards.\(^\text{18}\) Under Foxx’s leadership, the CIU has reversed seventy convictions.\(^\text{19}\)

Many of these prosecutors have also publicly supported broader reform efforts by participating in litigation involving practices outside their own jurisdictions. For example, groups of progressive prosecutors have supported constitutional challenges to cash bail in California and Texas\(^\text{20}\) and the right to counsel at bail hearings in Texas.\(^\text{21}\) They joined an amicus brief arguing in favor of safe injection and overdose prevention sites in Philadelphia\(^\text{22}\) and

---


19. Id.


have supported the due process rights of people in Missouri sentenced to life without parole as children.\(^{23}\)

Some prosecutors have also started speaking out and pushing back against the prosecution lobby that consistently seeks longer sentences and resists other reforms. For example, San Joaquin County District Attorney Tori Salazar left the California District Attorneys Association (CDAA) because of its opposition to needed reforms, including its resistance to reform of the state’s notoriously harsh three-strikes law.\(^{24}\) Krasner announced in November 2018 that he was leaving the Pennsylvania District Attorneys Association (PDAA) because of his belief that the policies advocated for by PDAA were regressive and contributed to the explosion in the state’s prison population over several decades.\(^{25}\)

Many recently elected prosecutors have publicly supported large-scale legislative changes. For example, a group of eleven progressive prosecutors in Virginia, who collectively represent more than 40 percent of the state’s population, recently urged their state legislators to enact a series of reforms, including many that would curtail their own powers. In particular, they asked to eliminate all mandatory minimum sentences, which would give judges more discretion over sentencing and take it away from prosecutors with their charging decisions.\(^{26}\)

---


These prosecutors are engaged in important reform, and they amply deserve the careful attention Bazelon’s book gives them. But they are not a panacea for what ails criminal justice in America, as the next Part explains.

II. THE LIMITS OF PROSECUTORS AS REFORMERS

Without taking away from the real achievements of many prosecutors, it is important to pay attention to the real limits of the progressive-prosecutor model as a linchpin of reform. Let’s start with the fact that not everyone claiming to be progressive actually is. The movement to elect progressive prosecutors has grown powerful enough that some prosecutors try to claim the label to boost their credibility with certain constituencies. But if one looks behind their rhetoric, some of these prosecutors are a far cry from seeking anything close to transformational change and are instead more interested in expanding the powers of their office.

Take one of the prosecutors mentioned by Bazelon, Kim Ogg, who represents perhaps the starkest case of a prosecutor who tried to claim the mantle of reformer, but who in practice has sought to preserve the power of her office at the expense of needed systemic changes. Bazelon notes that Ogg won on a platform of bail reform. But after her election, Ogg bristled at a proposed settlement after a federal lawsuit was brought against bail practices in her jurisdiction. She attempted to rally police officers in Harris County who opposed the consent decree because it allowed too many accommodations for defendants who missed court dates or showed up late for them. Ogg also requested an additional $20 million for her department’s budget so that she could hire 102 new prosecutors, thereby increasing the size of her office by approximately 40 percent. Ogg’s attempt to dramatically expand the size of her office would put the office in a position to bring many more prosecutions—which runs contrary to the progressive idea that shrinking the size of the carceral state requires shrinking the size of law enforcement’s footprint. Even if Ogg wanted to use the additional resources to help her divert more cases, there is no guarantee that a successor would use an expanded office to do anything other than send more people to prisons and jails. Her efforts failed, but the request itself shows that the label progressive can

27. P. 84; see also p. 264 (referring to Ogg as “reform-minded”).
29. Id.
be misleading and that even prosecutors who support certain reforms can nevertheless fuel more incarceration than they curtail. And Ogg is not the only example of someone who does not deserve the label progressive even though they try to claim it.  

But we are seeing mixed results even from prosecutors who genuinely seem to want fundamental changes. In these cases, the label progressive is deserved, but there are important questions to ask about why they are not able to do more. Consider, for example, Rachael Rollins, the district attorney in Boston, who pledged not to prosecute certain low-level crimes. CourtWatch MA reports that those cases continue to be prosecuted. Similarly, prosecutors working for Chicago State’s Attorney Kim Foxx continued to oppose defendants’ motions to reduce bond or obtain release during the coronavirus outbreak.  

Even Eric Gonzalez, the reform star of Charged, does not have an unblemished track record. Bazelon rightfully applauds many of his accomplishments, including his embrace of alternatives to incarceration, opposition to mandatory minimums for gun possession, advocacy for closing Rikers, and support for the end of bail requests in misdemeanor cases (pp. 90–92, 98). He also made a special effort not to bring charges that would make the deportation of undocumented immigrants more likely and to urge his prosecutors to take into account immigration consequences when bring-

rs-protest-harris-county-da-plan-touse-private-lawyers-as-prosecutors/ [https://perma.cc/SPW4-8T8G]. 

32. Another example might be District Attorney Mark Gonzalez of Nueces County, Texas, who promised to crack down on prosecutors who withhold exculpatory evidence, but who critics say failed to discipline or remove lawyers engaged in misconduct. Carimah Townes, Is Mark Gonzalez the Reformer He Promised to Be?, APPEAL (Nov. 21, 2017), https://theappeal.org/is-mark-gonzalez-the-reformer-he-promised-to-be-462f199a60c/ [https://perma.cc/GD4T-64UH]. Andrew Warren of Hillsborough County, Florida, is likewise sometimes viewed as a progressive prosecutor, Jordan Smith, Overzealous Prosecutors Ousted Across the Country, Showing There Is Still Hope for Reform, INTERCEPT (Nov. 10, 2016, 11:24 AM), https://theintercept.com/2016/11/10/overzealous-prosecutors-ousted-across-the-country-showing-there-is-still-hope-for-reform/ [https://perma.cc/GY65-4HEN], but he nevertheless brought first-degree murder charges against a heroin dealer in a case involving an accidental overdose, Dan Sullivan, Amid Reform Agenda, Hillsborough State Attorney Takes Hard Line in Heroin Overdose Case, TAMPA BAY TIMES (Mar. 13, 2020), https://www.tampabay.com/news/tampa/2020/03/13/amid-reform-agenda-hillsborough-state-attorney-takes-hard-line-in-heroin-overdose-case/ [https://perma.cc/2WRX-6JVV]. These DAs thus seem to be exercising their oversight authority in a way that sends mixed signals about how committed they really are to change. Because these are clearly their decisions about how to proceed in matters that have come to their attention, they should be accountable for them, and any shortcoming cannot be blamed on a failure to properly change office culture or manage subordinates. 


ing charges (pp. 92–93). All these efforts and others more than justify Bazelon’s decision to profile Gonzalez as a model of this new movement and for Gonzalez to be treated as a real reformer.

But for all Gonzalez’s achievements, he is not consistently on the side of decarceration. As the coronavirus spread through Rikers, he signed on to a letter with other New York City prosecutors opposing the city’s decision to release people from the jail, calling the process a “haphazard” one that would potentially release “violent offenders” whom “we know will put communities at risk.” The letter asked the mayor to “immediately reassure the public and the courts that the city’s jail system is capable of appropriately managing the health needs of the remaining inmates” even while the person in charge of medical care at Rikers made it clear that the jail could not, in fact, make any such assurances. Bazelon notes in Charged that Gonzalez’s opposition to a commission to investigate prosecutorial misconduct was also hard to “squar[e] . . . with [his] bid to be a national leader for reform” (p. 289). Observers from Court Watch NYC have further noted that, despite his stated commitment not to seek bail in most misdemeanor cases, volunteers from their organization were witnessing many such cases where bail was requested. They further noticed that the requests had a disparate impact, with bail requested in 67 percent of the drug cases involving Black people but in only 32 percent of the drug cases involving white people.

What accounts for the shortcomings of prosecutors like Gonzalez, Foxx, and Rollins—all of whom have taken many positive steps that show they are walking the walk and not just talking about change? For starters, we cannot expect prosecutors to achieve immediate transformation in their offices across every measure. As David Sklansky has noted, prosecutors “need priorities, and everything can’t be a priority.” Moreover, these prosecutors need to be reelected to continue to achieve the changes they want, so they may

35. See supra text accompanying notes 12–13; infra text accompanying note 111.


39. COURT WATCH NYC, BROKEN PROMISES: A CWNYC RESPONSE TO DRUG POLICING AND PROSECUTION IN NEW YORK CITY 3 (2018), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a21b22c1b1fb6b734fb21d6/t/5bda55bb21ce7c69e6b50409/1541035453806/CWNYC+Drug+Zine+FOR+WEB.pdf [https://perma.cc/R2FX-BPJF]..

40. Sklansky, supra note 9, at 28.
have to reject reforms that voters do not support. In addition, they cannot directly supervise and control all the decisions of the prosecutors in their office, which might explain the disconnect between the stated policies of DAs like Rollins or Foxx and what court watchers are actually seeing from the line attorneys in those offices.

This Part considers the forces that push against the agenda of a progressive prosecutor. Section A describes the resistance prosecutors face from forces outside their offices and why those pressures will limit what they can accomplish. Section B, in turn, explains the resistance that comes from inside the office. Part C notes most prosecutors’ limited power to release those who are currently incarcerated, a critical limitation if the goal is dismantling mass incarceration.

A. Resistance Outside the Office

The first hurdle for any progressive prosecutor is getting elected. For the most part, the movement to elect reformers is confined to large urban areas with a sufficiently liberal voting constituency. Even in those communities, people running on decarceral, progressive agendas have lost. Charged notes such candidates’ losses in the 2018 primaries in Las Vegas, Sacramento, and San Diego (p. 290). More progressive candidates have also lost races in Alameda County, California (which includes Oakland); Queens, New York; Harris County, Texas (which includes Houston); Allegheny County, Pennsylvania (which includes Pittsburgh); and Hennepin County, Minnesota (which includes Minneapolis).


42. Bruce A. Green & Lara Bazelon, Restorative Justice from Prosecutors’ Perspective, 88 FORDHAM L. REV. 2287, 2308 (2020).

Running on a progressive agenda is a nonstarter in most suburban and rural counties. In fact, as prison admissions from jurisdictions with progressive prosecutors have dropped, surrounding areas have seen prison admissions from their jurisdictions go up. That has been the case, for example, in Pennsylvania, where Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner spearheaded a host of decarceral initiatives that have lowered the state’s prison population. But suburban and rural counties have increased their incarceration rates, so “you’re now statistically more likely [to] be sentenced to state prison from a small town than a big city in Pennsylvania.” We see a similar dynamic with jail populations. Jail populations nationwide increased 4.3 percent in the period between 2015 and June of 2019, mainly because of larger jail populations in rural counties and small and midsized metropolitan areas. While many decry mass incarceration, a sizeable portion of the country still seems to believe that sentences are too lenient. This means the progressive prosecutor is not going to be a viable solution in many, if not most, places.

Even in jurisdictions where progressive candidates can win, they have to be careful not to go too far in the direction of reform for fear of losing too many voters. These prosecutors face many groups all too eager to portray them as a threat to public safety. Bazelon notes the opposition Larry Krasner faced from the Philadelphia police from the moment he ran for the position. Krasner is hardly alone, as police opposition to progressive prosecutors has been widespread. When prosecutors have announced they will not bring charges in certain categories of cases, police departments in their jurisdictions have insisted on continuing with arrests for those charges. For example, Baltimore prosecutor Marilyn Mosby announced she would no longer charge marijuana possession cases, but the Baltimore police department continued arresting people found with pot. After Suffolk County

45. Allyn, supra note 10.
49. See p. 161.
District Attorney Rachael Rollins adopted a policy not to charge certain nonviolent offenses, she noticed police increasingly bringing those charges alongside claims of assault of a police officer, raising the question of whether the police were trying to make it more difficult for her to dismiss those charges.\footnote{52}

Police unions have actively opposed many candidates for prosecutor, as they did, for example, with Larry Krasner\footnote{53} and Chesa Boudin.\footnote{54} Unions have also criticized progressive prosecutors after their election. For example, the Chicago police union issued a vote of no confidence against District Attorney Kim Foxx.\footnote{55} When Dallas County District Attorney John Creuzot adopted a policy not to prosecute cases involving theft of items worth less than $750 when stolen as a matter of necessity (such as out of hunger), the Combined Law Enforcement Associations of Texas, the largest police union in the state, called for him to resign.\footnote{56} The police union in St. Louis has called for Kim Gardner to step down or to be removed “through any means available.”\footnote{57} Police resistance to Gardner has been so extreme that Gardner filed a federal civil rights lawsuit against the union and the city arguing that they are part of a “racially motivated conspiracy to deny the civil rights of racial minorities” by interfering with her efforts to crack down on police misconduct and to institute changes in the city’s criminal justice system.\footnote{58} Several other Black female district attorneys from across the country traveled

\begin{flushright}


\end{flushright}
to St. Louis to support Gardner when she filed the lawsuit.\textsuperscript{59} Mosby was one of them, and she observed that "[t]he keepers of the status quo that brought us mass incarceration, the over-criminalization of poor black and brown people, tough sentences, no redemption and no second chances won’t give up their power quietly."\textsuperscript{60} Mosby is correct to note the vocal opposition of the police. In all these cases, the police strategies are designed to garner media attention to their point of view and to sway voters and other elected officials to reject the policies of the prosecutors’ office.\textsuperscript{61}

Other elected officials have engaged in similar tactics against progressive prosecutors, and in some cases have had the authority to directly block their progressive agendas. Bazelon recounts the pushback Aramis Ayala received when she announced she would never seek the death penalty, including in a case where a defendant was charged with killing his ex-girlfriend and the police officer who tried to arrest him.\textsuperscript{62} Then-Governor Rick Scott responded by issuing an order transferring that case along with roughly two dozen others to a prosecutor in another district, and the state legislature slashed Ayala’s budget (p. 151). When Ayala sued to get the case back, she lost in the Florida Supreme Court because, in the court’s view, her “blanket” objection to the death penalty meant that she had not properly exercised prosecutorial discretion.\textsuperscript{63}

Other state-level actors have taken similar actions to limit the authority of progressive prosecutors. The Pennsylvania legislature passed a bill giving the state attorney general the authority to prosecute certain firearms offenses if Krasner’s office declines to prosecute them.\textsuperscript{64} This legislation directly targets Krasner, as it only applies to Philadelphia and expires shortly after his first term in office.\textsuperscript{65} A similar dynamic is playing out in Missouri, where a Republican state legislature is pushing legislation to give the Missouri attorney general the authority to prosecute gang-related crimes if prosecutors in St. Louis and Kansas City decide not to pursue charges.\textsuperscript{66} St. Louis prosecu-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{59} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{60} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{61} \textit{See infra} note 91.
\item \textsuperscript{63} Ayala v. Scott, 224 So. 3d 755, 759 (Fla. 2017).
\item \textsuperscript{64} Andrew Cohen, \textit{State Lawmakers Target a Reformist District Attorney}, BRENNA\textit{N CTR. FOR JUST.} (July 11, 2019), https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/state-lawmakers-target-reformist-district-attorney [https://perma.cc/8DLG-BAAJ].
tor Kim Gardner has called this out as “an unbridled attempt to usurp the authority of the elected prosecutors in Kansas City, St. Louis County, and St. Louis City in a legislative overreach.” The chief of staff to Wesley Bell, the prosecuting attorney for St. Louis County, called this out as an “example of racism.” Both Bell and Gardner are Black, and the legislation is predicted to disproportionately affect Black people. These efforts are an extraordinary rebuke to local prosecution authority, as states have traditionally left these decisions to local communities. But just as federal intervention in state authority has largely been driven by a desire for harsher punishments, these state decisions to override local prosecutors seem motivated by concerns that local prosecutors are being too lenient.

State-level actors aren’t the only ones seeking to override decisions by local prosecutors; federal prosecutors have also aggressively stepped in when they think these local prosecutors are being too lenient. The U.S. attorney in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, William McSwain, brought federal charges in a robbery case based on his view that Krasner’s office was too lenient in its treatment of the case. In taking on the case, McSwain accused Krasner of giving “sweetheart deals to violent defendants” and criticized his policies as emboldening criminals. McSwain has claimed his office has “prosecuted 70% more violent crime cases this year than we did last year, in response to the District Attorney’s lawlessness.” Former Attorney General William Barr has criticized progressive prosecutors, claiming they are “demoralizing to law enforcement and dangerous to public safety” because they “spend their time undercutting the police, letting criminals off the hook, and refusing to enforce the law.” Barr appointed individuals to a presidential

---

67. Id.
68. Id.
72. Id.
commission on law enforcement who are likely to criticize progressive prosecutors and “stoke community fear in an attempt to resurrect failed ‘tough on crime’ approaches of past decades that fueled mass incarceration and disproportionately impacted communities of color.”

Donald Trump joined this chorus, calling out Krasner in particular and urging voters to get him out of office.

It’s not just other elected officials who have pushed back. While courts have traditionally been deferential to prosecutors’ decisions not to charge or to dismiss cases, that deference appears to be weakening with the rise of the progressive prosecutor. In Boston, a trial court judge rejected a notice of nolle prosequi filed by DA Rachael Rollins’ office, which sought to drop charges against a protestor. While the trial court was ultimately overruled by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, which reiterated the traditional view that a decision to enter nolle prosequi was well within the state’s constitutional grant of prosecutorial discretion, the trial court’s willingness to second-guess the decision is not an isolated occurrence. The Norfolk County head prosecutor, Greg Underwood, adopted a policy of not charging simple possession of marijuana cases and faced similar judicial pushback when his office moved to dismiss cases in which charges had already been brought. Trial court judges objected on the grounds that Underwood’s categorical policy not to charge improperly undermined the legislative judgment to criminalize simple possession. When Underwood sought a writ of mandamus, the Virginia Supreme Court sided with the trial judges and concluded they had discretion to deny the request to dismiss the cases. After the Vir-


80. Id.

The resistance of these judges to dismissals stands in sharp contrast to what was previously settled precedent to defer to prosecutorial decisions not to pursue charges. To be sure, there may be a distinction between a prosecutor not bringing charges in an individual case versus announcing a rule not to enforce an entire category of cases, but the underlying principle of deference is similar in both contexts, particularly in a world of limited resources where prosecutors need to choose which cases to prioritize. The fact that some of these progressive prosecutors are choosing to make clear announcements about their priorities may simply be a different communications strategy, because offices have long had informal cutoffs for dismissing cases. Moreover, some of these prosecutors ran on platforms not to bring certain kinds of cases, and voters agreed. So, in some sense, the democratic accountability is even stronger with this current crop of prosecutors. The judicial resistance thus appears to be a rebuke of just that kind of platform.

Judges have pushed back in other ways as well. Although traditionally deferential to prosecutors’ requests to seek detention or high bail, some have been less willing to go along with prosecutors who want to release more people pretrial. In Chicago, for instance, some judges have imposed higher bail amounts than those requested by prosecutors in Kim Foxx’s office. In cases where prosecutors have requested that individuals be resentenced to lesser terms or receive new trials, judges have also pushed back. When Kim Gardner sought a new trial for a man she believed was wrongfully convicted of...
murder, the judge concluded Gardner lacked the authority to file such a motion. When Krasner sought lower sentences for juveniles originally sentenced to life without parole, the judges rejected his argument that they should be released for time served and instead imposed longer sentences than Krasner sought. (p. 164). As Bazelon notes, it was “a reminder that there were limits to his power” (p. 164). The Pennsylvania Supreme Court also pushed back when Krasner appealed a lower court judge’s decision not to throw out a death sentence at Krasner’s request. While the court said prosecutors have wide discretion in deciding which charges to bring at the outset of a case, it held things were different after a verdict and sentence. Prosecutors cannot, according to the court, “seek to implement a different result based upon the differing views of the current office holder” because that would mean that “[e]very conviction and sentence would remain constantly in flux.” Another judge similarly rejected Krasner’s decision in another capital case not to fight the defendant’s arguments on appeal, stating that the office had challenged the defendant’s appeals for thirty years and had not done enough to explain its recent shift.

Many of the officials who oppose progressive prosecutors have also taken their criticisms to the press, who are often all too willing to criticize prosecutors as soft on crime. Several prominent newspapers have come out strongly against reform candidates. The *Philadelphia Inquirer*, for example, backed Krasner’s Republican opponent even though it had historically supported the Democratic candidate (p. 96). Once Krasner was elected, the paper continued to bash him, reportedly at the urging of employees of the Pennsylvania attorney general. The coverage was so slanted that it prompted twenty-four Philadelphia-area academics to write a letter to the *Inquirer* editor and staff criticizing the paper’s coverage, saying its recent reporting on shootings in the city stoked “unfounded fear over criminal justice re-
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B. Resistance Within the Office

Opposition to elected prosecutors often hits even closer to home. They must convince their line prosecutors to buy into their policy changes and faithfully implement them. But these assistant prosecutors are often resistant, either because they disagree with the new policies or because changing long-standing practices would require more effort than they are willing to expend. Attorneys in Kim Foxx’s office have made only half-hearted efforts to support her new bail policy. Some prosecutors align themselves more with local police than their new boss. This was made explicit when District Attorney Wesley Bell took office in St. Louis and the prosecutors who worked there voted to unionize under the St. Louis Police Officers Association. Court observers have noted numerous instances of line attorneys flouting the office policies proclaimed by their progressive bosses. Bazelon personally observed this, attending a proceeding in Brooklyn where a prosecutor sought a fine for a homeless person who could not pay it (p. 273). Surveys of prosecutors working in offices with progressive DAs report widespread resistance to their proposed changes.

Some district attorneys are able to combat this by removing attorneys opposed to their agenda. Larry Krasner, for example, fired many attorneys when he took over as Philadelphia DA, and Bazelon notes that a memo he sent to supervisors in his office “could have been called ‘Your Job Just Changed: If You Don’t Like it, There’s the Door.’” Krasner also provided presumptions for the lawyers in his office to follow: no charges for marijuana possession, no charges for sex workers with fewer than three
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convictions, offer more options for diversion in a range of cases (pp. 164–65). If the lawyers wanted to do otherwise, they had to seek supervisor approval (pp. 165–66). Krasner’s ability to install supervisors faithful to his agenda has enabled him to shift the culture in his office more quickly.

But many district attorneys cannot replace hostile line prosecutors because of civil-service protections (p. 157). Moreover, unless a district attorney is willing to start completely from scratch—which makes it all but impossible to keep the office running—many career prosecutors will remain. Offices have established cultures and procedures, and “[c]hanging that mindset often meant confronting opposition from within the ranks and dismantling the basic building blocks of an office, including training, supervision, and rewards” (p. 149). Without a district attorney’s clear guidance on permissible behavior, it is easy for line attorneys to act as if the leadership never changed. And in many of these offices, that appears to be happening.

It is hard enough to get prosecutors to adapt to changes going forward as new cases come in; it is even harder to get them to reconsider positions they have already taken. In her discussion of Weirich’s overly aggressive approach to Noura’s case, Bazelon notes that part of the dynamic can be explained in terms of tunnel vision (p. 16). Prosecutors, like all human beings, have cognitive biases that affect their judgment. As Bazelon notes, one of those is confirmation bias, “the tendency to seek out and interpret evidence that supports a preexisting belief or expectation” (p. 16). Hindsight bias is also an issue, as prosecutors tend to view their prior judgments as correct and resist changing their beliefs (p. 16). Bazelon notes that these biases help explain prosecutors’ resistance to rethinking convictions they pursued even when new evidence demonstrates that someone is innocent. She quotes Professor Keith Findley, who observed this phenomenon: “Prosecutors say to themselves, ‘I’m a good person. I wouldn’t prosecute someone innocent. Therefore, this person must be guilty.’ You sweep away the reasons for doubt” (pp. 17–18).

Even though many DA’s offices, including offices headed by progressive prosecutors, have established conviction integrity units, most CIUs have overturned few convictions.100 One reason for this is that it is difficult to overcome prosecutors’ cognitive biases about convictions they have already obtained.101 Offices like Brooklyn and Philadelphia have a better record on this front because they have created structures with more independent review.102 But offices that continue to rely on prosecutors to make these decisions overturn few convictions because the cognitive bias in favor of maintaining them is so strong.

100. JOHN HOLLWAY, CONVICTION REVIEW UNITS: A NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE (2016).
102. Hollway, supra note 100, at 26, 28.
C. Limits on the Back End

Even if prosecutors could convince line prosecutors in their offices to re-
think their prior convictions and sentences, they may lack authority to over-
turn those past decisions. Krasner and Gardner, as noted, have experienced
pushback from the judiciary when they sought to have cases resented, be-
ing told that such requests exceeded their authority.103 Prosecutors in other
jurisdictions similarly lack the authority to directly obtain the release of
those who are already serving their sentences. In many cases, prosecutors
cannot even control the fate of cases on appeal or those being challenged on
habeas because those are within the purview of the attorney general. This is a
crucial point. If the aim of electing district attorneys is to dismantle mass in-
carceration, that means these prosecutors must be able not only to stem the
tide of new admissions to jails and prisons but also to release or reduce the
sentences of those already there.

Some DAs are seeking broader resentencing authority, and their efforts
were successful in California.104 A law that took effect on January 1, 2019,
allows district attorneys more discretion to review old sentences and rec-
ommend less time if they feel the punishment is unduly harsh.105 Though
this expands prosecutors’ power, a judge ultimately has the authority over
whether to change a sentence. Moreover, California is the rare jurisdiction
that allows prosecutors this authority.

To be sure, prosecutors could try to influence other proceedings, such as
clemency or parole, by supporting requests for release. Unfortunately,
though, because of the cognitive biases discussed in Part B, offices tend to
stand by their prior charges and the sentences they sought. The result is that
most prosecutors’ offices reflexively recommend against releasing individu-
als earlier than their maximum possible time served. Consider Eric Holder,
the former U.S. attorney general. He focused on criminal justice reform in
his time as attorney general and changed federal charging practices to mini-
mize the imposition of mandatory minimums.106 But he nevertheless op-
posed efforts to broaden who could be eligible for retroactive sentence
adjustments and was also resistant to broad clemency grants.107 Critically,
this has been true of other prosecutors who identify as progressive.108
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There are some exceptions. Seattle DA Dan Satterberg reviews cases where defendants have been sentenced to life imprisonment and has recommended clemency for those serving those sentences for relatively minor crimes.109 Eric Gonzalez has also sought to be more supportive of early-release requests. In April 2019, he announced that his office will “cease our previous practice of ordinarily opposing parole.”110 Under the new policy, his office will “consent to parole at the initial hearing for all those who entered into plea agreements . . . once they have completed their minimum sentence, ‘absent extraordinary circumstances and subject to their conduct during incarceration.’”111 His office is less generous to those who exercised their jury trial right, agreeing to support parole at an initial hearing only for individuals who were twenty-three or younger at the time of the offense and sentenced to lengthy prison terms.112 Drawing such a sharp line between cases that go to trial and those that plead may reflect office biases, because prosecutors have to work harder to obtain convictions at trial and may be more reluctant to agree to an earlier release date as a result. But from a public safety perspective, drawing a line between pleas and trials makes no sense because the method by which the conviction was obtained has no bearing on
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someone’s future risk or their rehabilitation. And Gonzalez is an outlier in providing even this kind of effort to support second looks.\textsuperscript{113}

Most fundamentally, these second-look decisions belong to someone else: a parole board, a governor, or a judge. Thus electing a progressive district attorney may help persuade those other actors, but the DA alone cannot change most sentences already being served. If the goal is releasing those currently incarcerated, that is a notable shortcoming.

### III. The Prosecutor as the Driver of Institutional Change

Bazelon notes at the end of \textit{Charged} that a “challenge for the movement is figuring out how demanding to be” of self-identified progressive prosecutors, and she cautions against “a purity test” (p. 297). But she does insist on some benchmarks, “like reducing incarceration, racial disparity, the rate of reoffending, and findings of misconduct” (p. 297). I agree with Bazelon that we cannot expect these prosecutors to uniformly pursue positions we would like, and her checklist of benchmarks is a good one. I would like to add some specific additional metrics to her list because I do not think this movement offers much in the way of positive and lasting change unless these prosecutors use their positions of leadership to pursue institutional changes. If progressive prosecutors want to transform criminal justice in America, and if they only have so much political capital to spend before they risk losing their positions or facing too much pushback by other officials or lawyers in their own office, they need to choose the issues that will matter most.

One such critical move is advocating for limits on the prosecutorial powers that legislators and courts have given them. That is obviously a lot to ask of someone: it is hard for anyone to relinquish power they already have, particularly if they think they will exercise it wisely. But that is what is required for fundamental change and for the election of more progressive prosecutors to be transformative instead of incremental. Just as it is insufficient to hire better police officers or train them more effectively in order to address systemic problems with violence and racial bias in policing,\textsuperscript{114} it is similarly not enough to elect better prosecutors to address systemic problems with prosecution. We need structural changes to do more than chip away at the edges of mass incarceration.

For starters, just as it is important to move police away from jobs better suited to other professionals, it is likewise critical to limit the reach of prosecutors. At a basic level, that means preventing prosecutors’ offices from further expanding. Even some of the most progressive prosecutors seem to have lost sight of the fact that, while they might use extra personnel in the service of their progressive aims, their successors will simply have more bodies to
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John Pfaff has explained that one of the drivers of mass incarceration has been the simple fact that we have more prosecutors to bring cases. Thus keeping offices in check or downsizing them should be a key goal.

We also need to remove prosecutors from areas where they do not belong and where they have a conflict of interest that makes them ill-suited to a task. Prosecutors should make decisions about charging and enforcement; they should not be involved in decisions about forensics, corrections, clemency, or parole. While some progressive prosecutors might be more inclined to support decisions that favor defendants, most “[p]rosecutors will inevitably view these issues through a prism of what would be good for them and their cases and will not be able to assess objectively other interests that conflict with their own.” For far too long we have seen prosecutors resist requests for reductions in sentences because their offices brought those cases in the first place or support junk science because it helps them win cases. But they should not be involved in any of these decisions except to support the reformers working in those spaces. We should thus see any prosecutor who claims to be progressive make clear that they support second looks of sentences and presumptive release policies—and recognize that prosecutors themselves should not be vetoes for any of those decisions. At a minimum, they should not oppose parole and clemency requests because those decisions are based on what someone has done since their sentencing—facts prosecutors know nothing about. Prosecutors should also recognize that they are not qualified to set forensics policy and leave that to scientists. And to the extent prosecutors are involved in corrections, it should be to call out poor conditions and the absence of programming in prisons and jails because improving the way people are treated while they are incarcerated is critical for public safety and reentry outcomes.

In terms of the decisions that do fall within prosecutors’ responsibilities, prosecutors will need to do more than just exercise their discretion with...
more wisdom than their predecessors. That kind of reform only lasts as long as the prosecutor is in office (and to the extent the prosecutor can get the line attorneys in the office on board). Instead, these prosecutors should use the authority of their office to push for needed institutional changes that limit the excessive powers of prosecutors. That means seeking changes in the law itself—both in case law and legislation.120

Consider, for example, the policy of open discovery where defense lawyers have access to the prosecutor’s files before deciding whether to plead guilty. In recounting Noura’s case, Bazelon discusses the factors that lead to convictions of innocent people, one of which is the failure of prosecutors to turn over exculpatory evidence.121 “Chillingly, prosecutors may be more likely to withhold evidence when proof of guilt is uncertain,” Bazelon observes (p. 225). “If you think the suspect did it but you don’t quite have the goods to convict, you may be tempted to put a thumb on the scale” (p. 225). A key guard against this is to have prosecutors open their files to defense lawyers. Bazelon notes that Texas passed a law mandating prosecutors to share their case files in the wake of a high-profile case of a prosecutor convicting an innocent man after failing to turn over exculpatory evidence (p. 263). There are exceptions to protect confidential information and sensitive information, but otherwise, prosecutors have to turn over their files (p. 264). The result has been extraordinary. Texas has had more exonerations than any other state (p. 264), and with no evidence of witness intimidation or obstruction—problems prosecutors in other states fighting such laws have claimed would result from sharing their files. North Carolina has a similar open-file law, and their prosecutors now report it works well (p. 265). Most prosecutors in other states have resisted similar reforms, however, because they think it makes it harder for them to win their cases.122 Some of the newly elected progressive prosecutors have adopted open files as an office policy,123 but not
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all of them have. Even more critically, however, prosecutors must vigorously support this as a legislative mandate. That would bind prosecutors throughout the state and be harder to overturn. Gonzalez, to his credit, supported state legislation that would mandate the kind of open file access his office was already providing. But many other progressive prosecutors have been silent on this issue. And even Gonzalez (along with other district attorneys) ended up opposing the enacted reforms because they went further than he would have liked. But for prosecutors to be real change agents, they need to lead the charge for legislation like this.

One can see the same issue play out with cash bail. Cash bail gives prosecutors leverage because people detained pretrial are more likely to plead guilty. In Bazelon’s words, “[j]ails serve as plea mills” (p. 43). “Over the last two decades, all of the growth in the jail population has consisted of people detained pretrial” (p. 40). While this might make a prosecutor’s job easier, cash bail is completely unnecessary for public safety. In fact, it harms public safety because pretrial detention is more likely to cause crime than prevent it. It also isn’t necessary to get people to appear in court because other measures, like electronic reminders, work well (p. 42). And the brunt of pretrial detention’s harms falls disproportionately on people of color (p. 44). Bazelon notes that ending cash bail should therefore “be the kind of commonsense measure just about everyone can agree on” (p. 42). Certainly, it should be something that anyone claiming to be a progressive prosecutor should agree on, because it harms public safety, costs a fortune, and causes so much human suffering. As with open-file discovery, we are seeing some of
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the prosecutors elected on decarceral platforms changing their office policies to limit the use of cash bail. Yet many of the so-called progressive prosecutors have yet to actively lobby for legislation to end cash bail in their jurisdictions. It is not enough to change office policies if you are not also seeking to make changes permanent and broadly applicable. Otherwise, those shifts are only as strong as the next election. Moreover, making changes through legislation also helps prosecutors get greater compliance from their line attorneys because other actors like judges and defense lawyers can act as enforcement mechanisms.

The same holds true for sentencing policy. It is not enough to pledge not to seek long sentences or file charges that bring mandatory minimums. Prosecutors must advocate to change the laws on the books as well, as a group of Virginia prosecutors recently did when they urged their legislature to abolish mandatory minimums. Doing so is consistent with a prosecutor’s mandate to further public safety and pursue justice. Mandatory minimum sentences are ineffective as deterrents and racially disparate in their application (pp. 62–64). Excessive sentences likewise fail to deter and at a certain point become criminogenic because of how difficult they make reentry. Bazelon quotes a report from the National Academy of Science in 2014 concluding that “[t]he incremental deterrent effect of increases in lengthy prison sentences is modest at best.” And as sentences get longer, it gets that much harder for people to reenter society. As Bazelon concludes, “we’re long past the point of diminishing returns” (p. 67). Despite these facts, prosecutors all too often support mandatory minimums and long statutory sentence lengths because of the leverage it gives them to obtain guilty pleas and cooperation (pp. 138–39). If prosecutors care about better policies instead of what makes their jobs easier, sentencing reform should be at the top of their list of legislative reforms. They should be vocal advocates for shortening statutory sentences.

---
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Advocating for legislative change is particularly critical when it comes to sentencing because, as noted in Section II.C, most prosecutors have a limited toolkit when it comes to altering sentences already imposed. Mass incarceration is driven by two factors: the number of cases coming into the system (admissions) and the length of sentences. Prosecutors have discretion to change the rate of admissions, and for cases going forward, they can also influence sentences based on the charges they bring and the sentences they request (or accept in pleas). But for the people already serving their sentences, there is often little these prosecutors can do. Additionally, for many people seeking relief from an existing sentence—either on habeas or because of unconstitutional conditions in the prison—the relevant prosecutor dealing with the claim is the state attorney general. Even if a local progressive prosecutor would agree with the release, the state attorney general may not. Thus, the progressive-prosecutor movement needs to go beyond local elections and consider these statewide officeholders as critically important as well, because they are often crucial voices when sentences are being considered.\(^{131}\) Progressive prosecutors need to call attention to these other actors—judges, legislators, and attorneys general—and urge them to reform existing sentences.\(^{132}\)

Progressive prosecutors should also support caps on their own use of prisons. Because prisons are paid for by the state, they are a free resource for local prosecutors to use. Sound correctional policy would require prosecutors to internalize those costs so they do not overuse prisons, either by giving them financial bonuses for using them less or charging them for using them too much. Prosecutors should support these limits on the use of prison resources and support legislative efforts to downsize populations in prisons and jails.\(^{133}\)

A true progressive prosecutor will also support the constitutional rights of defendants. That means more than not violating them. It also means taking positions in litigation that support those rights, even if it may mean losing a particular case. It is important to pay attention to how prosecutors are handling appeals and whether they are requiring people to waive their right to an appeal as part of their plea agreements. Bazelon notes that while more
than a million people are convicted of felonies each year, there are only 70,000 appeals (p. 137). That is because a condition of many pleas is for defendants to waive their right to file an appeal. Indeed, some prosecutors go even further and require additional waivers. Federal prosecutors in California, for example, have required individuals to waive claims of compassionate release, even though the conditions that prompt such requests are by definition not known at the time of sentencing. As Judge Breyer noted in criticizing this practice, the government does this because “rather than risk a court decision it disagrees with, the Government can rely on its disproportionate power in negotiating the terms of the plea agreement to foreclose in advance any compassionate release motion it think[s] is unmeritorious.”

This makes prosecutors’ jobs easier and gives them power to decide the merits of a case. But it is an end-run around the judiciary’s role, because it is up to judges to decide these motions, just as judges are to decide the legal issues on appeal that prosecutors get people to waive in these agreements. If progressive prosecutors care about dismantling mass incarceration and protecting constitutional rights, these waivers must no longer be sought.

When appeals are brought, prosecutors claiming the mantle of “progressive” need to be willing to concede error and make sure constitutional rights are being protected. That has yet to be a central part of this movement, but until it is, real progress on mass incarceration will stall because these rights are critical checks on overreach. Without Eighth Amendment checks on excessive punishment, robust enforcement against excessive fines and fees, and real limits on police overreach, we will not see big shifts in punishment in America. While it is up to judges to police these critical constitutional rights, prosecutors can play a key supporting role by taking litigating positions that protect those rights. Prosecutors should also be calling for an end to absolute immunity for their decisions and an end to qualified immunity for policing decisions because both of these doctrines impede the protection of constitutional rights.

Prosecutors also need to support other institutions that are using data and evidence to set criminal justice policies based on best practices instead of responding to political tides. This kind of insulation is important because if criminal justice policy depends on the current whims of the electorate, mass
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incarceration is here to stay. None of the reforms we have seen through the political process thus far have produced more than modest changes, and they have been largely limited to drug and property crime. If reformers want to make a significant inroad into mass incarceration, they must address crimes involving violence, because individuals convicted of those crimes make up roughly half of the state-prison population. Having a body more removed from the tabloid story of the day allows policies to be grounded in evidence of what works best to address crime, including violent crime. But those bodies need support from political actors, and especially from prosecutors. Prosecutors should support well-designed commissions charged with evaluating sentencing policies, prison conditions, limits on police use of force, prosecutorial misconduct, collateral consequences, and a variety of other criminal justice issues to support policies that actually work to reduce crime.

It is critical to achieve institutional changes such as these because simply announcing that an office will exercise its discretion differently is change without staying power should prosecutors lose their reelection bids. One can see an example of this at the federal level. Although hardly a revolutionary criminal justice reformer, Attorney General Eric Holder was committed to making changes at the Department of Justice to make the administration of criminal justice more equitable and less severe. The president for whom he worked, Barack Obama, wrote a law review article documenting his commitment to criminal justice reform. But the Obama-era effort was almost entirely rooted in policy changes in how discretion was exercised, so
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when Donald Trump took over and Jeff Sessions became the Attorney General, all the policies immediately shifted.

For example, Attorney General Holder changed DOJ charging policy so prosecutors would not bring as many cases that would be subject to mandatory minimum sentences. But the Department did not support legislative changes that would have allowed judges to depart from mandatory minimums in all cases. The Department, in other words, opted to change its own discretionary policies but refused to tie its hands—and consequently, the hands of subsequent administrations—by supporting legislative changes. The result, predictably, was that DOJ prosecutors inconsistently followed the Holder charging memo, and when the Trump Administration took over, the discretionary charging policy was eliminated. Prosecutors were instructed to charge the most serious readily provable offense, including those with mandatory minimums. If the Obama Department had successfully lobbied for mandatory minimums to be repealed instead of fighting proposed legislation along those lines, the world would look much different even after the election. The Department did not make that push, however, because it did not want to relinquish its own powers, and without mandatory minimums to threaten, prosecutors lose much of their leverage in cases. Instead, the Administration wanted to keep discretion to decide when and whether to charge those mandatory minimums and the result is that none of its discretionary changes lasted.

**CONCLUSION**

Real change requires a shift in law—case law and legislation. And prosecutors can help make that happen. They are key litigators in court, and they are leading lobbyists on criminal law issues. People listen to them because they trust their commitment to public safety. Progressive prosecutors should thus use their capital to bring about as many institutional shifts as they can. Institutional changes are more lasting and extend beyond a single district. They help elected prosecutors get greater compliance from line attorneys within their offices and create a solid foundation that future progressive prosecutors can expand. So if the prosecutors Bazelon praises want to
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leave a lasting legacy, they will realize the key is to tie their own hands—
because doing so will tie the hands of future prosecutors who will not exer-
cise that discretion in the same way. Then this movement will truly live up to
its promise.